By LOUS LEGACY 2,1:58.3h ($92,750) by Windsong's Legacy 3,1:53 ($259,863), LOUGAZI 1:58.1h ($223,583), LOUSCIPHER 3,1:55.1 ($200,879), LOUS CREDIT REPORT (M) 4,1:56.4 ($118,642), 2020 two-year-olds include COCO D'LASCITO 2,2:01.4, BOBALOU 2,2:04.1, B C'S ROSE (M) 2,2:06.3, LOUS VOODOO WOMAN (M) 2,2:01.3, OPERATION SHIPLEY 2,2:09.4h, PRIORITY LOU 2,2:04.1, etc. 2020 two-year-olds include COCO D'LASCITO 2,2:01.4, BOBALOU 2,2:04.1, B C'S ROSE (M) 2,2:06.3, LOUS VOODOO WOMAN (M) 2,2:01.3, OPERATION SHIPLEY 2,2:09.4h, PRIORITY LOU 2,2:04.1, etc.

1st Dam
EARLI VALLEY ($1,013) by Valley Victor. Winner at 3. Dam of 7 foals of racing age including a 2-and 3-year-old.

2nd Dam
EARLICHARGE 3,2:11h; 1:56.4 ($101,344) by Back Fin 1:59.1. Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 4 winners. Dam of:

EARLIVIC 3,1:56.1; 1:54.1 (h, Valley Victor) ($326,530). 44 wins. At 3, second in Brandenburg S. (leg; third in leg), ISOBA S. at Cambridge; second in NICA S. at Charleston and Charleston; second in IL State Fair Classic S. at Springfield; second and third in IL Fair S. at Springfield.

EARLICARBONIC 2,2:07h; 3,2:00.3 (g, Psychic Spirit) ($44,381). 18 wins. At 2, winner Big Ten S. at Allmont and Pana; second in Illini S. at Charleston. At 3, winner Illini S. at Martinsville, Greenup and Lincoln; Big Ten S. at Allmont, Greeneville and Pana; ICF S. at Springfield; second in Big Ten S. at Newton and Taylorville and MWIRA S. at Carrollton; third in Illini S. at Marshall and MWIRA S. at Petersburg.

EARLICHARGE 3,2:08h; 4,2:06.2h (g, Armbro Charger) ($16,765). 5 wins. At 2, second in Illini S. at Lincoln; race timed 2:08.3. At 3, winner MWIRA S. at Fairbury; second at Jacksonville, Illini S. at Greenup and ISOBA S. at Springfield; third in MWIRA S. at Jerseyville and Illini S. at Urbana; race timed 1:58.2.

MALONE LOVELL 4,1:59 (g, Vaporsize) ($13,249).

3rd Dam
EARLY JADE 3,2:11.3h by Noble Jade 4,1:59.4. Dam of 8 foals including:

EARLICHARGE 3,1:56.4 (m, Back Fin) ($101,344). As above.

SWISS JADE 2,2:08; 3,2:02 (m, Swiss Connection) ($50,641).